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V2109 Cyg is a variable star disovered by the Hipparos mission (ESA 1997), andlassi�ed as an RR with a maximum magnitude of 7.49 and variation amplitude of 0.16mag in the V band. The following ephemeris was also determined:Max: = BJD 2448500:0280(1) + 0:d1860656(3)�ENevertheless, the real physial nature of this star, based only in the morphology ofits light-urve and its period, is ontroversial. Its period, whih falls outside the typialobserved range for RR variables, and its light urve morphology, are similar to thosedisplayed by the largest amplitude Æ St stars. Thus, Kazarovets et al. (1999) lassi�edV2109 Cyg as a Æ St variable, and Rodr��guez et al. (2000) inluded this objet intheir atalogue of Æ St variables aording to photometri data published by Hauk andMermilliod (1998), who in turn extrated them from the work by Olsen (1983). In additionto this, Kiss et al. (1999) observed V2109 Cyg photometrially and spetrosopially,and indiated that it is a monoperiodi RR star whih probably pulsates in the seondovertone mode. More reent photometri and spetrosopi observations indiate thatthis star is, again, a Æ St variable (Rodr��guez 2002).In their work, Kiss et al. also performed a period analysis and found for this objeta slightly shorter period (0:d186049(5)) than the one deteted by the Hipparos mission.They onluded that a sudden period hange had taken plae between 1991 and 1998.However, V2109 Cyg had been observed in the V band for six nights a year before,between 16 July and 5 September 1997 from Mollet Observatory (unpublished data), byusing an automati 8-m telesope. After merging Mollet Observatory data with thesatellite photometry the results obtained by that time mathed the period obtained bythe Hipparos mission. As a onsequene, if there were a period hange, it had to happenin the one-year interval between 1997 and 1998. To hek this possibility, V2109 Cygwas observed again from Mollet Observatory with a 10-m telesope for 7 nights, between1 and 19 July 2001.The new observations were onsistent with those taken in 1997, ruling out any periodshortening. Figure 1 plots V2109 Cyg photometri data obtained by the Hipparos satel-lite and from Mollet Observatory in 1997 and 2001 folded with the 0:d186049 period. Itan be seen that the phase light-urve annot be adequately reonstruted.In order to searh for a more onsistent period, an analysis of the O�C residuals basedon maximum timings was performed. In this analysis those maximum timings obtained
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Figure 1. Light urve of V2109 Cyg folded on the 0:d186049 period.
by Kiss et al. were also inluded. Figure 2a is a plot of O � C residuals aordingto the Hipparos ephemeris, where it an be seen that the Hipparos period is slightlyshorter than the real one as displays the trend of inreasingly positive residuals. The newperiod was omputed to orret the trend shown in Figure 2a by assuming a onstantperiod throughout the entire 1991-2001 interval, and therefore a linear inrease of O�Cresiduals based on the satellite ephemeris. For suh a purpose, a least-squares linear �twas performed on the O�C data. The orreted period is 0:d18606637(22), and Figure 2bshows the resulting O � C diagram after using the new value. Figure 3 shows the phaseurve for V2109 Cyg after folding the data aording to the 0.18606637-day period. Thistime the phase urve ould be satisfatorily reonstruted.

Figure 2.
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In onlusion, the data seem to be onsistent with a onstant period in the 1991-2001interval. Table 1 gives, as a summary, a list of all known timings and O � C residualsafter using the 0:d18606637(22) period.

Figure 3. Light-urve of V2109 Cyg folded on the 0:d18606637 period.
Table 1Maximum Epoh O � C Soure2450673.4677 11681 �0.0026 present paper2450689.4691 11767 �0.0019 present paper2450695.6135 11800 +0.0023 present paper2450697.4666 11810 �0.0052 present paper2451032.3936 13610 +0.0023 Kiss et al. (1999)2451037.4134 13637 �0.0017 Kiss et al. (1999)2451080.3928 13868 �0.0036 Kiss et al. (1999)2451110.3465 14029 �0.0066 Kiss et al. (1999)2452093.5303 19313 +0.0025 present paper2452098.5517 19340 +0.0001 present paper2452101.5252 19356 �0.0035 present paper2452110.4585 19404 �0.0013 present paper
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